
DAYS OF FUTURE FUZZ 

 

Episode 3: Live and Let Dankent 

 

ANNOUNCER 

Previously on Days of Future Fuzz – Fuzzo and his forces led by 

General Feltina Guernica defeated the Y Team so Prof Y decided 

to send Detective Dankent to get his past self and bring him to 

the future. Meanwhile we learned Madame Sunshine’s fuzzy right 

boob survived the Sanitarium fire and is now helping her son 

rule. Also Brushee is still alive and regaining his humanity. 

What is to be done? By you? Listen … to this … the new episode! 

Episode 3: Live and Let Dankent. 

 

SCENE 3.1 

Odd sound of an inter-temporal doorway opening. FUTURE DANKENT 

steps out. 

 

FUTURE DANKENT 

I’ve made it.  

 

DANKENT 

You look like me. But older. And with an eyepatch. 

 

FUTURE DANKENT 

We don’t have time for how-do’s and do-how’s; the fuzz particles 

will reach the ground shortly. Come with me. 

 

DANKENT 

My back hurts. You’ll have to carry me. 

 

FUTURE DANKENT 

I can’t I’m still knacked from when I tried to pick up that pog. 

  (Beat.) 

I’ll drag you.  

 

FUTURE DANKENT grabs DANKENT’s leg starts pulling. 

 

FUTURE DANKENT (cont.) 

Urgh. I’m heavier than I remember. 

 

DANKENT 

Where are you dragging me? 

 

FUTURE DANKENT 

Into the future. 

 



FUTURE DANKENT drags DANKENT into the portal. Portal closes. A 

beat. Then the portal opens. 

 

DANKENT 

Whoa was that a dinosaur? 

 

FUTURE DANKENT 

Oops went into the portal backwards. Stupid time travel. Hold 

on. Let’s go this way! 

 

Sound of them going back out and into the portal. 

 

FUTURE DANKENT (cont.) 

Ah here we are! 

 

DANKENT 

You mean when we are! 

 

FUTURE DANKENT 

When we are what? 

 

DANKENT 

No I meant that – 

 

Sound of portal closing. 

 

SCENE 3.2 

The Blanket Cells where BRUSHEE and FUZZO are meeting. 

 

FUZZO 

Oh Brushee, I’m sorry I have to keep you locked away, but I 

can’t let my loyal subjects see me conversing with a meatsack. 

Media is very important. Sure I’m the emperor. But optics, you 

know. 

 

BRUSHEE 

It’s all right. I belong in prison, Flosso. 

 

FUZZO 

I told you it’s Fuzzo.  

 

BRUSHEE 

You’ll always be Flosso to me. 

 

FUZZO 



When you returned to life as a periodombie – I didn't. I thought 

in the world to fuzz you’d be able to die but instead you … you 

got better. 

 

BRUSHEE 

Am I better? What am I Flosso?  

 

FUZZO 

You're my brother. 

 

BRUSHEE 

Alive but not alive. I don't belong here. 

 

FUZZO 

Belong? No one belongs. We make ourselves belong. When you see a 

small hole where bunch of dust bunnies are having a picnic and 

you want to join in but the hole is too small, what do you? 

 

BRUSHEE 

Give up. 

 

FUZZO 

NO! You destroy the wall and then punish them for their 

insolence! And then make a big hole so everyone can come and 

punish them. Together. A better hole-filled world. Look, 

brother, I can help you. Maybe. Maybe there’s a way I can turn 

you fuzzy! Then we can be together. We could rule together! 

 

BRUSHEE 

No.  

 

FUZZO 

But why? I’m sure my puppet scientists could – 

 

BRUSHEE 

The Ur-Tooth – 

 

FUZZO 

The Ur-Tooth is dead! The Dentite lie is extinguished! The Fuzz 

rules. I am the Felt Savior! 

 

BRUSHEE 

There is still war. There is still suffering. I was supposed to 

be the chosen one. 

 

FUZZO 



But your not. I am. Our family was always destined to lead, to 

rule. You just enjoy your … prison retirement. I’ll worry about 

leading and ruling. If I’m chosen I can’t chose wrong. Right? 

 

BRUSHEE 

I came back from the dead. And I ate people. To death. 

Bracletta, Elsa, Panglo, the Enamel Council, even the intern. 

Dead.  

 

FUZZO 

You didn't personally kill all of them.  

 

BRUSHEE 

That I ate any of them ... 

 

FUZZO 

Death isn't so bad. Though the intern's ghost is annoying. 

 

INTERN’S GHOST appears. 

 

INTERN 

Unfinished business. So many unfinished …. oh wait I'm good. 

 

INTERN GHOST poofs away. 

 

FUZZO 

Oh. See that, he's in a better place now. 

 

BRUSHEE 

I can still taste him on my lips. Stale Doritos and natty ice. 

(Beat.) 

And yet I’m still here and I remember. The cravings for teeth. 

The. Why? Why is this happening? 

 

SONG: “All the Wasted Fuzz/Teeth”  

 

BRUSHEE 

All I knew was the prophecy that they taught 

Whatever that they thought was fine by me. 

All I saw was what others saw for me, 

Until I couldn’t see who stood there by me 

By me ooo 

By me by me ooo 

By me by me ooo 

By me by me ooo-oo-oo-oo-ooo 

 

FUZZO 



All I knew was the sick inside of me 

Saw what my father sees when he stared thru me 

All I had; a brother’d look me in the eye. 

It may have saved my life to have him there by me 

By me ooo 

By me by me ooo 

By me by me ooo 

By me by me ooo-oo-oo-oo-ooo 

 

All the wasted Fuzz 

There never was enough 

Time to see just who I was 

Was all that was enough. 

 

BRUSHEE 

All the wasted words 

Not seeing who we were 

 

FUZZO 

You loved who I truly am 

 

BOTH 

You’re my brother and my friend 

 

BRUSHEE 

And all the wasted Teeth 

All the things I hoped to find 

Took me further from my roots 

From the friend I left behind 

 

BOTH 

And all the wasted time 

When I thought I was alone 

Not being who I was 

With the one who really knows 

The lonely branch that is our home 

Well you will never be alone 

So long as I am by you ooo, ooo-oo-oo-oo-ooo 

By you ooo 

So long as I am by you ooo, ooo-oo-oo-oo-ooo 

 

BRUSHEE 

Alone, but together, awaiting our fate 

 

FUZZO 

Two sides of a coin that’s still spinning away 

 



BRUSHEE 

As we hope for Toothier 

 

FUZZO 

Fuzzier 

 

BOTH 

Brother-er 

Days. 

 

FUZZO 

I miss singing with you. Like on the show. Before. But. I must 

go. For now. But you can call me a boomerang cause I’ll come 

back. To you. Unless you throw it wrong. Or if. But that’s not. 

OK. Bye. Fuzzo away. 

 

FUZZO leaves. 

 

 

SCENE 3.3 

PROF Y’s compound. 

 

DANKENT 

And the last thing I saw as he dragged me into the light was 

bits of fuzz touching everything, turning it into puppets and 

fluff and felt. Everything becoming fuzz. 

 

PROF Y 

Indeed. And now this cruel soft world is a reality. 

 

FUTURE DANKENT 

Reality ain’t nothing but a rube at a carnival. 

 

DANKENT 

A kewpie doll prize for a crooked game rigged so the only winner 

is a lemon wearing a cowboy hat. 

 

FUTURE DANKET 

A real sour customer. 

 

DANKENT 

You said it, me. 

 

FUTURE DANKENT 

But what is me but – 

 

DANKENT 



A note on the - 

 

PROF Y 

OK, wow.  Shush. 
(Beat.) 
Now Dankent. 

 

FUTURE DANKENT 

Yeah? 

 

PROF Y 

Not you. Him. 

 

DANKENT 

Him? 

 

PROF Y 

No, you. 

 

DANKENT / FUTURE DANKENT 

A ewe is just a female sheep and – 

 

PROF Y 

STOP! OK we need to sort you two out. 

 

DANKENT 

OK, well how about we call him Future Dankent cause he’s from, 

you know, the future. 

 

FUTURE DANKENT 

Me? I’m not from the future you’re from the past. Why don’t we 

call you Past Dankent? 

 

DANKENT 

I’m from the present. 

 

FUTURE DANKENT 

So am I! 

 

DANKENT 

Fine then we’ll both be present Dankent. 

 

FUTURE DANKENT 

Agreed, Present Dankent! 

 

DANKENT 

So Present Dankent, seal it with a kiss? 



 

FUTURE DANKENT 

Well, I don’t usually, but ... you are quite the handsome devil. 

 

PROF Y 

Stop! You’re Future Dankent and you’re Past Dankent. And that’s 

final. 

 

FUTURE DANKENT 

Fine peaches, I’ll trim that tree. 

 

DANKENT 

Straight to the apple! 

 

DR LU 

Their voices are still quite similar what if we’re blinded and 

have to only listen to the Dankents? We can’t have them sounding 

the same. 

 

PROF Y 

Indeed, Dr. Lu. Future Dankent – you speak with a British accent 

from now on. 

 

FUTURE DANKENT 

Well cheerio and pip pip, sounds good gov’nor. Though the only 

good gov’nor is the gov’nor that gov’ns least. Least the tyranny 

of the state state the rules that I don’t follow. Cause I don’t 

read that menu. Stonehenge. 

 

DANKENT 

Preach. 

 

DR LU 

We could just disintegrate them both and try plan E. 

 

PROF Y 

The disintegrator is only discombobulating at the moment. No. 

Dankents, listen: the reason I violated the rules of time and 

space is simple. I needed you. For you see I need someone of 

destiny whose fate is special beyond all measure – 

 

SONG: “Someone Special”  

 

PROF Y (cont.) 

Look in the mirror, what do you see? 

A sloppy middle-aged wannabe, oh-oh-oh 

But look again, it’s there, inside 



The key to what we need to find 

All you need is some simple subtraction 

Remove yourself and what remains is the main attraction 

Whoa, oh oh, Someone Special. 

 

DR LU 

What qualities would best describe you? 

What awful adjectives depress, yet define you? 

A laundry list of distressing affections 

A walking advertisement for contraception 

But in those words, greatness is near 

Just take their opposites, combine and reveal 

Whoa, oh oh, Someone Special. 

 

Someone great! 

Someone good! 

Someone fair! 

Someone working for a better world for all who live there 

Someone giving of themselves so that all others may share 

Someone Special! 

Someone Special! 

Oh-ai! 

 

PROF Y 

Now Greatness seems like such a common trait 

But rarely is there greatness in those claiming they’re great 

Yes, Greatness comes to very few 

And they’re not here long before they’re through 

Yet greatness isn’t measured in it’s duration 

But for the good it creates by inspiration 

You’re not great, anyone can see and 

Though it’s trickier to tell, there’s little greatness in me 

But if we could serve a higher good for all of society 

Maybe for a moment we would know what it’s like to be 

Whoa, oh oh… 

Whoa, oh oh… 

Whoa, oh oh, Someone Special. 

 

DANKENT 
Wow, so I’m special? Me? 

 

PROF Y 

No. Not you. Gross. Ew. No. Panglo. 

 

DANKENT 



Panglo? That puppet son of the Sunshines? But he was torn to 

bits by the Tooth Scary! I cradled his torn and shredded body 

myself. 

 

PROF Y 

Exactly. On your body now are at least 30 bits of felt and fuzz 

from his body. We must extract them. TO THE VACUUTORIUM! 

 

 

SCENE 3.4 

Feltina and Huphelumphugus’ house. FELTINA enters. 

 

HUPHELUMPHUGUS 

Feltina! I was so worried! I saw those terrorists on the news 

and – oh my felt 

(Cries puppet slime.) 

I was so worried. 

 

FELTINA 

Dry your puppet slime, Huphelumphugus. I’m fine. And I have big 

news. 

 

HUPHELUMPHUGUS 

You’re going to start doing the laundry? 

 

FELTINA 

No. That smug front loading washer won’t have me stoop to fill 

its hungry maw. Not now. Not ever. 

(Beat.) 

Rather, I’ve been promoted to head of the Plush Guard. 

 

HUPHELUMPHUGUS 

Baby that’s your dream! Along with killing the unfuzzed and 

learning fuzz-working. 

 

FELTINA 

So you’re not upset? 

 

HUPHELUMPHUGUS 

Why would I be upset? 

 

FELTINA 

I know you want me to leave the army and go live in that cottage 

on Fuzz Lake. 

 

HUPHELUMPHUGUS 

Those sweet undulating quilt waves ... 



 

FELTINA 

Instead we are moving to the Royal Apartments in the fortress. 

 

HUPHELUMPHUGUS 

The Royal Apartments! I read about those in Better Homes and 

Felt. Swanky. 

 

FELTINA 

So you’re OK with all this? 

 

HUPHELUMPHUGUS 

I want you to be happy. Fuzz Lake can wait. Besides I bet you’ll 

look real sexy in that Lord Commander uniform. 

 

FELTINA 

You patchwork minx. 

 

HUPHELUMPHUGUS 

Though I bet it’ll look even better on the floor. 

 

FELTINA 

Wow. Who wants a nuzzle? 

 

They nuzzle a bit. 

 

HUPHELUMPHUGUS 

You know I thought when I turned into a patchwork stuffed animal 

hippo puppet thing I would miss having genitals but puppet love 

is ... ooooh that’s good nuzzling! 

 

FELTINA 

This furry monster is just getting started.  

 

HUPHELUMPHUGUS 

Time to drill this sergeant! 

 

SONG: “Felt You Up (Fuzz You Down)”  

 

FELTINA 

You, you really got it going on 

And I (I, I) want you, 

More than I ever wanted anyone 

Who needs genitals when I got my girl 

Who can nuzzle like no other could aspire? 

Your puppet curves, they drive me wild, girl. 

Wanna give it to you 



Wanna give it to you 

Wanna give it to you-oo-oo-oo-ooo! 

 

HUPHELUMPHUGUS 

You, you really got it going on 

And I (I, I) ‘m gonna set the mood, 

How ‘bout some fuzzin’ ambiance? 

 

Felt you up and fuzz you down 

Show me where you’re fluffy now 

Trust me I know what to do 

 

You’ve been naughty, kept me begging 

Maybe your fur needs some heavy petting 

Let me get my paws one you 

 

BOTH 

That puppet loving - gets me hot up in my pelt 

That sort of feeling when you’re feeling up some felt 

There ain’t nothing gets me like your love, unparalleled 

Two fuzzy bodies get kinetic 

Get that friction so electric! 

 

HUPHELUMPHUGUS 

Patchwork patches need some rubbing 

Shove your muzzle in my cotton 

If I had teeth I’d bite my lip, love 

 

Pull my stitches, pop my buttons 

Get me static in my stuff in 

Give me all you’ve got to give, love! 

 

BOTH 

Wanna nuzzle, wanna nuzzle you bad girl 

Wanna nuzzle, wanna nuzzle you bad girl 

Wanna nuzzle, wanna nuzzle you bad girl 

Wanna nuzzle, wanna nuzzle you bad girl 

Wanna nuzzle, wanna nuzzle you bad girl 

Wanna nuzzle, wanna nuzzle you bad girl 

Wanna nuzzle, wanna nuzzle you bad girl 

Wanna nuzzle, wanna nuzzle you bad girl 

Wanna nuzzle, wanna nuzzle you bad girl 

Wanna nuzzle, wanna nuzzle you bad girl 

Wanna nuzzle, wanna nuzzle you bad girl 

Wanna nuzzle, wanna nuzzle you bad girl 

Wanna nuzzle, wanna nuzzle you bad girl 

Wanna nuzzle, wanna nuzzle you bad girl 



Wanna nuzzle, wanna nuzzle you bad girl 

Wanna nuzzle, wanna nuzzle you bad girl 

 

HUPHELUMPHUGUS 

That puppet loving - gets me hot up in my pelt 

That sort of feeling when you’re feeling up some felt 

There ain’t nothing gets me like your love, unparalleled 

Two fuzzy bodies get kinetic 

Get that friction so electric! 

 

Ohhh-oh-oh-oh! 

 

BOTH 

Wanna nuzzle, wanna nuzzle you bad girl 

Wanna nuzzle, wanna nuzzle you bad girl 

Wanna nuzzle, wanna nuzzle you bad girl 

Wanna nuzzle, wanna nuzzle you bad girl 

Wanna nuzzle, wanna nuzzle you bad girl 

Wanna nuzzle, wanna nuzzle you bad girl 

Wanna nuzzle, wanna nuzzle you bad girl 

Wanna nuzzle, wanna nuzzle you bad girl 

Wanna nuzzle, wanna nuzzle you bad girl 

Wanna nuzzle, wanna nuzzle you bad girl 

 

 

SCENE 3.5 

The Vacuumatorium. Sound of Dankent being dust-busted. 

 

DANKENT 

(Laughing.) 

Oooh, oh, that tickles! 

 

DR LU 

Hold still we’re almost done.  

 

A ding. 

 

PROF Y 

Excellent. It’s done. In this small vial is all that’s left of 

our hope: Panglo bits. 

 

FUTURE DANKENT 

That sounds like a cereal. Oi mum give me a bowl o’ them Panglo 

Bits. 

 

PROF Y 

Maybe. If cereal could save the world. But it can’t. 



 

DANKENT 

Take that Cheerios. 

 

PROF Y 

Take that Cheerios, indeed. 

 

DANKENT 

But how will bringing Panglo back save the world? 

 

PROF Y 

Oh it's quite complicated. That's why I created this handy 

pamphlet. Here. This should explain the whole reason for your 

quest. 

 

DANKENT 

Let's see.  

(Reading.) 

Unity. Uh-huh. True self. Yep. Broadcast. Right. Huh. Yep this 

really explains it. Every last thing. 

 

PROF Y 

Great. Now take this vial of Panglo and this can of gloop. 

 

FUTURE DANKENT 

What’s gloop? 

 

DR. LU 

A blend of slime, spices, a pinch of interferon and a scoop of 

life giving stem particles. 

 

DANKENT 

So I just dump the one in the other like beans and ice cream. My 

pop’s favorite snack to feed me when he wanted to teach me a 

lesson. 

 

PROF Y 

Nooo! Don’t. Be careful Detective. You must take these two items 

and bake them in the mancaroni oven of the original G.G. 

Scrumptious Casual Eatery Restaurant – 

 

DR LU 

Where Fun is Always on the Menu  

 

PROF Y 

In Bicentralia, New Jersey. Only in that oven can you resurrect 

Panglo. 



 

FUTURE DANKENT 

But isn’t there a G.G. Scrumptious down at the strip mall on – 

 

PROF Y 

It has to be the original. Because of ... the curse. 

 

FUTURE DANKENT 
What curse? 

 

PROF Y 

You don’t know about the curse? Well you see ... we don’t have 

time for that now. You’ve got to scoot. 

 

DANKENT 

So you got a map or something? 

 

PROF Y 

Better. You’ll have a guide. 

 

PROF Y opens a door behind it is Valborg Inukitsoq. 

 

PROF Y 

This is Valborg Inukitsoq 

 

DANKENT 

Wait so you were just standing behind that door? This whole 

time? 

 

VALBORG 

I had a magazine. 

 

PROF Y 

She’s a famed tracker, hunter, and scout from Ittoqqortoormiit. 

Greenland. 

 

DANKENT 

Oh Ireland. 

 

PROF Y 

No, Greenland. 

 

DANKENT 

It is an emerald Isle. 

 

FUTURE DANKENT 

A bonny bonny land to be sure. 



 

VALBORG 

Really, Heather, these two? 

 

PROF Y 

Shrug. Well, have fun in Jersey. 

 

VALBORG 

Please. You know as well as I: No one has fun in Jersey. 

 

ANNOUNCER 

Oh my! Can the Dankents resurrect Panglo? Will they ever learn 

where Greenland is? Or will Feltina and Fuzzo stop them. And 

what about that plotting Boob? What’s to happen? Find out next 

time on: Days of Future Fuzz: Episode 4 – The Puppet Who Mistook 

His Mother for a Breast. 

 

END OF EPISODE 3 


